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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS GENERAL RADIO
 
TYPE 874-C, -C8, or -C9 CABLE CONNECTOR (Cont)
 

Slide outer transition piece (874-63 or 874-63-2) 
up to insulating bead (874-70); align keyways, and arrange 
braid over small end. Cover with able ferrule (FEC-3 
or -9) and crimp in place. Crimp1 can be easily ac
complished by holding ferrule against a sturdy surface 
and pinching and pushing simultaneou y with a pair of 
ordinary gas pliers as illustrated. 

Slip outer conductor (874-60-3) av bead (874-70) 
and outer transition piece so that keys e age keyways. 
Thread up coupling nut (874-62), and stretth rubber cord 
guard (874-71 or 874-727) over coupling nut (874-62). .~[ ~:Jd 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 

GENERAL RADIO YPE 874-P, -P8, -P9, -PC, -PC8 

or -P 9 PANEL CONNECTOR 

Assemble connector to cable same as 874-C, 874
C8, or 874-C9 but less rubber cord guard. Mount panel 
adaptor (874-65 without cap, 874-211 with cap) through 
15/16-inch clearance hole in panel, leaving IBlt (NUH-IO) 
loose. 

Slide connector assembly into panel adaptor until 
pierced key engages keyway in connector assembly. 
Clamp in plaee by tightening nut (NUH -10). 
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUG'FIONS----~·,--~~

GENERAL RADIO T PE 874-PB, -PB8, or -PB9 PANEL CONNECTOR 

Mount panel adaptor through 15/16-inch (pane in Slide connector assembly into the panel adaptor as 
rear) or 7/8-inch (panel in front) clearance hole as shown far as it will go. Take care that the Type 874 Connector 
in the diagram, using four 114 screws provided. is properly oriented so that the panel adaptor tooth en

Rerr:ove the knurled retaining nut and slide this nut gages the groove on the side of the cable connector. 
back over the cable. Then assemble connector to cable Tighten up knurled retaining nut (see diagram). 
the same as Type 874-C, -C8, or -C9 but less rubber 
cord guard. 
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS GENERAL RADIO TYPE 874-B BASIC CONNECTOR
 

Cut rod and tube to make ends flush, and machine 
as illustrated. If connectors are used on both ends of 
tube, 1/16 keyways should be oriented 90 0 apart. 
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Slide on coupling nut (874-62) and install snap ring 
(874-81) on tube end. Insert inner conductor (874-61-4) 
1n insulating bead (874-70) and thread into rod end. 
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Align keyway in insulating bead (874-70) with key
way in tube end. Slip outer conductor (874-60-3) over 
bead and tube end so that key e~ages keyway, and thread 
up coupling nut (874-62). 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 

GENERAL RADIO TYPE 874-C, -C8, or -C9 CABLE CONNECTOR 
_ Remove cable jacket and insulation to expose braid piece (874-64). CAUTION: Insulator will melt if inner 

and inner conductor to dimensions shown. conductor and insulating bead are screwed on before 
Slip on cord guard (874-71 or 874-727) using talc soldering cable. 

if necessary, coupling nut (874-62) and cable ferrule 
(FEC-3 or -9). Slide outer transition piece (874-63 or 
874-63-2) under braid as far as possible. Slip inner 
transition piece (874-64) over inner cable conductor until 1:1t~
end touches cable insulation; then solder. Install snap 
ring (874-81). Insert inner conductor (874-61-4) in in (~---8-74---A-2::-,------'~ 

sulating bead (874-70) and screw into inner transition ~ RG-8/U OR RG-9/U ~ 

874·63 FOR 874-A2 CABLE 
874-63-2 FOR RG-8/U OR RG-9/U CABLE 

874 -70
 
874-727(FOR RG-9/Ul
 

874-71 874-62 
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874-81FEC-3 
~ FEC-9(FOR RG·9IU) 
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SOLDER BEFORE SCREWING 0 

CONNECTOR AND INSULATOR 

NOTE Minimum VSWR at high frequencies is obtained by keeping the cable braid in 
contact with the dielectric where the jacket has been removed. This is most ea'-ily 
accomplished by wrapping the exposed portion of braid tightly with tape betw E"!I the 
end of the cable jacket and the ferrule on the outer transition piece. 


